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COS 321 –Bible III: Gospels // Saint Paul School of Theology 
August 17 – September 28, 2019 

Course Format: Hybrid 
Rev. Dr. Israel Kamudzandu 

Email: IsraelK@spst.edu 
 
 
Course Description:  
This course focuses on the content and message of the Gospels, as well as theological 
perspectives of the Gospel writers. The practice of exegesis will be emphasized and Theological 
Interpretation will be the grounding focus of both Online Engagement and face – to face 
Synthesis.  
 
Objectives: By the end of this Course, Students Should be able to: 

1. Understand the origin, message, and purpose of each Gospel; 
2. Exegete these forms of literature for theological and spiritual formation of Believers; 
3. Apply exegesis to theological interpretation and preaching, other pastoral leadership 

responsibilities, and issues confronting the 21st Century Global Church. 
 
Textbooks 
 
Required 

Mark Allan Powell, Introducing the New Testament: A Historical, Literary, and 
Theological Survey; Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Academic, 2009 (ISBN 978-
0801028687). 
Frederick Murphy, An Introduction to Jesus and the Gospels (ISBN 978-1426749155) 
Dean Fleming and Joel Green, ed., Why Mission? (ISBN 9781426759369). 
Francis Watson, The Fourfold Gospels: A Theological Reading of the New Testament 
Portrait of Jesus. 
Stephen C. Barton, The Spirituality of the Gospels. 
The New Oxford Annotated Bible, 3r ed., New Revised Standard Version with 
Apocrypha. 
 
 
 

Formal Assignments 
 

1. Advance Assignment 1:  
 
In a study of the Gospel of Luke, focus on the interactions of Jesus with the ‘insiders;’ 
[religious leaders, Pharisees, scribes, rich/wealthy, chief priests, Sadducees, etc.,] and the 
‘outsiders;’ [sinners, prostitutes, women, the diseased, beggars, the poor, tax collectors, 
widows, demon possessed, etc.] Begin your study by reading the following key passages: 
Luke 1:45-55; 4:16-21; 6:20-26; 7:18-23; 8:40-56; 13:31-35, 16:19-31, and 19:1-10. 
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Written Work: Outline, Criteria and Grading Weight  
 
 
INTRODUCTION  

• State the thesis of the paper. (5 points) (1/2 page)  
 
BODY  

• What are the common themes of the Luke texts cited above? (1 page) (25 
points) 

• What is the character of Jesus’ relationship to the insiders and outsiders? Use 
examples, citations from Luke, commentaries, and other sources. (25 points) 
(2 pages)  

• What are the implications of this study for ministry in the community and 
congregation that you serve? (25 points) (1 page)  

 
CONCLUSION  

• How has this study of Luke affected your understanding of issues of ‘justice 
and mercy?’ (1/2 page) (15 points)  

• Please cite sources properly (1 page) (5 points) (Total 6 pages + bibliography)  
 

This assignment is 25% of the course grade. (Due August 31, uploaded on 
Moodle by 11:59PM) 
 
2. Advance Assignment 2:  
 
Using Mark Allan Powell book, Introducing the New Testament: A Historical, Literary, 
and Theological Survey, write a 10-page paper describing the portrayal of Jesus in each 
of the three Synoptic Gospels and give theological reasons as to why each gospel has a 
different portrayal of Jesus. In your response, give some textual examples from Gospels.  
 
Written Work: Outline, Criteria and Grading Weight  
 
INTRODUCTION  

• State the thesis of the paper (1 paragraph) (5 points)  
 
BODY  

• Describe the portrayal of Jesus in the Gospel of Mark, Matthew, and Luke and 
in each of your descriptions offer 5 – 7 theological reasons as to the unique 
portrayal of Jesus in each of the Gospels.  theological implications for Mark’s  

 
CONCLUSION  

 
• In your conclusion, give readers some ministry, faith, spiritual and theological 

implications to each of the portrayals of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels.  
• Please cite sources properly (50% of the total grade online grade) 
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 This assignment is due on (September 5, 2019, posted on Moodle by 
 11:59PM). 

Grading / In terms of assessment, the following rubrics will be used: 
 

Below Average Graduate Level Work (C or worse) 
  Inattention to spelling, grammar, and clean work. 
  Inability to prepare sermons that actively engage the congregation.   

Inability to evaluate sermons critically and thoroughly. 
 
 Average Graduate Level Work (B range) 
  Some attention to spelling, grammar, and clean work. 
  Sermons prepared that engage the congregation, but only marginally. 
  Evaluated sermons critically, but only cursory level of engagement. 
 
 Above Average Graduate Level Work (A range) 
  Clean paper in terms of spelling, grammar, and overall work. 
  Exegetical papers written to engage congregation missional, evangelical,   
  theological, spiritual and faith formation ways. 
  Exceptional ability application of results of exegesis. 
 
 

COURSE OUTLINE 
Online Portion: The Moodle Forums 

Each of five weeks students are to do the Following: Read assigned readings from Required Text 
Books and do the following:  
 Post in the two forums on Moodle for that week by midnight Wednesday 
 Respond to two posts by other students in each of the two forums (a total of four 
responses) by midnight Friday. 
The Forums are arranged around the assigned readings for Class Text Books.  Each forum has 
two questions for you to address. You will find those questions on Moodle. Your initial posts 
should be between 150 – 250. Your posts in response to others should be between 250 – 300 
words. 
Failure to post by midnight Wednesday in both Forums constitutes an absence from class that 
week and will lead to failing the course.  
Your grade is determined by both your initial posts by Wednesday and your responses to the 
posts of others on Friday. 
It would be wise to begin your reading as soon as possible, not waiting for August 17, 2019. 
With online sessions, you cannot get behind and catch up later.  
Here are the Forums and the readings of which they are asking for your response: 
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Course Schedule: 
 
 
Aug 17-24: 

 Forum 1: The Historical, Cultural, Political and Socio – economic World of  
        the New Testament. 

 Forum 2:  What is a Gospel and how do we understand each one of the 4   
         gospels? 
  
Aug 25 – 31: 
 Forum 3: Portrayal of Jesus in the Gospel of Mark 
 Forum 4: Portrayal of Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew 
 
Sept 1 – 7: 
 Forum 5: Portrayal of Jesus in Luke  
 Forum 6: Portrayal of Jesus in the Gospel of John 
 
Sept 8 - 14:  
 Forum 7: Summarize Fleming’s Introduction, and chapter 1 and 2 on Mission in   
        Matthew and Mission of Divine Embrace in Luke and Acts.   
 Forum 8: Summarize Fleming’s thoughts on Mission in John. 
 
Sept 15 – 21: 
 Forum 9: Write a theological Synthesis on the Francis Watson’s Theological portrait of  
        Jesus in the New Testament. 
 Forum 10: Write an argument for and against Stephen C. Barton’s Spirituality of the  
          Gospels. 

 
 

On-Campus Portion – Missouri UMC Conference Center. 
Sept 27: 
Theological Interpretation of the New Testament in the Contemporary world: Hermeneutical 
approaches and Methods of Reading the New Testament; Exegetical Process as a Window into 
the Biblical Texts of the New Testament; Nature of the Gospels – Themes and Theological 
Insights. 
Evangelical and Missional Focus of The New Testament: A Reading and Interpretation of New 
Testament in the 21st century Church and beyond.  
Mission of the New Testament Redefined: A Template for 21st Century Biblical Interpretation. 
Wednesday, January 9 
 
Group Preaching Assignments on chosen passages in the Gospels (20 Minutes each Group, and 
Responses from classmates.). 
 
Course Evaluation Form Filling in class: 15 Minutes).  
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POST-CLASS ASSIGNMENT ON WESLEY’S THEOLOGY 
 
Using the Missional Hermeneutical principle, write an 8 – 12-page exegesis paper on 
one of the following New Testament passages: Matthew 5: 1 12, Matthew 16: 13 – 12; 
Mark 10: 13 – 16; Mark 10: 35 – 45; Luke 8: 1 – 15; Luke 10: 25 – 37; John 4: 1 – 26, 
and John 9: 1 – 8 (Due October 20, Posted on Moodle by 12:00 Mid – Night). 
Note: The paper should have 6 Bibliographical Sources including an EBISCO Host  
      Journal and a Global South Commentary on the Bible.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix: Exegetical paper Instructions 
 

1. Brainstorm. Before doing any exegetical work, read through the text and write down any 
thoughts that come to mind. This can include questions you need to have answered, themes or 
ideas you think you see, possible connections with your own experience, and so on.  
 
2. Textual Study. Look for textual problems and differences among translations. Note the 
potential impact of these on your interpretation. (Look at 3 translations: NRSV, NIV, Message, 
etc. side by side, also Gospel parallels and other parallel pericopes)  
 
3. Grammatical Study. Investigate key word or phrases. What words or phrases are fuzzy to 
you? (Consult Bible dictionaries, encyclopedias, wordbooks, lexicons, and concordances).  
 
4. Literary Study. Relate the text to its larger literary context in scripture. (introductory sections 
to books of Bible, read larger scriptural context asking how this text functions).  
 
5. Historical. Determine the historical, authorial or audience situation out of which the text 
arises and to which it speaks. (consult OT and NT Introductions in relation to critical 
commentaries).  
 
6. Form and Tradition. Determine the literary or rhetorical genre of the text and any tradition of 
writings to which it is related. (consult commentaries and cross reference other Biblical texts).  
 
7. Theological Interpretation: Think about your text, theology and the theologians you are in 
conversation with and address the following questions: 
• What theme are you thinking of addressing in this sermon, and how do you understand this 

theme theologically? 
• How does your theological perspective inform the way that you see this theme at work in the 

text you chose? What theological tensions are you likely to deal with in a sermon on this 
topic? 
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• How do you see the significance of this theological theme in relation to your congregation or 
the world around us today? What does it speak to? What difference could it make? 

 
8. Conclusion and Application 
 
Share a statement of what you hope happens as a result of hearing a sermon from this text.  
Beginning the statement with the phrase “Having heard the sermon, listeners will...” can be 
helpful in terms of desired outcome.  Such statements can be active (what listeners will do) or 
passive (what God wants to do in their lives). Verbs are also key, since we should consider three 
domains:   

Cognitive: what the listeners might learn /  
Affective: what the listeners might feel or experience /  
Active: what the listeners might do. 

 
 
 


